
6 CONGREGATION BETH EL . THE BUILDER

GREETINGS AGAIN FROM THE CONSTRUCTION SITE!

This month we look at two other vital compo-
nents of our new home – the Beit Tefillah
(House of Prayer) and the Beit Knesset (House

of Assembly) – and discuss the ritual, community and
celebration that will take place in these new spaces.

Every part of our new synagogue has been designed to
generate a sense of “community.” In our
current building, we have fostered community despite
our facility’s cramped, dark, dead-end corridors and
rigid, uninteresting relationships between the building
and landscape. The new complex will be a complete
opposite, however. Each entry into the building, all of
which will be accessible at grade or by elevator, will be a
welcoming experience.

Entering at the lower level, you pass through the Lobby
to a two-story open stair that will serve not only to bring

people up vertically but also to bring natural light into
the building’s interior. The stair’s lower level will have a
small gathering space for socializing. Arriving at the
upper level, either by the grade level entry, stair or
elevator, you will find yourself in a light-filled gallery
that serves as the connecting spine of the Social Hall,
Sanctuary, Library and Religious School wing.  This
Gallery is oriented around the adjacent outdoor seating
amphitheater and looks out to the newly-restored creek
zone.

The Sanctuary, Social Hall and Library are internally
connected, allowing free flowing movement between
them on occasions requiring more space, while the
Chapel (adjoining the Social Hall) will bring
new possibilities for communal and ritual expression to
Beth El.  The Sanctuary itself will have an intimate “in-
the-round” feeling of space.  Its surrounding walls,
which will wrap the room with a softly curving geom-
etry, will be draped in natural light from windows above
and will blend continuously into adjoining walls of the
Social Hall and Library.  As the sun moves across the
building, natural light will change the mood of the
sanctuary, creating a wide variety of opportunities for
spiritual experience.

Although the new building has been designed to
foster community and togetherness, the Sanctuary also
contains spaces for intimacy and reflection.  Surround-
ing the Sanctuary’s perimeter, a ring of memorial
“Yahrzeit “ alcoves will allow individuals to create their
own reflective personal space while looking out to the
Sanctuary Garden.  This multi-layering of spatial
experiences will be very welcome after the rigid
confines of our current facility, and the variety of
spiritual and communal experiences available to us in
our new home will help ensure our continuing role as a
vital and welcoming community. Next month, we’ll
discuss one of the most significant aspects for any
Jewish institution – food! Meanwhile, as you pass the
site in the coming weeks, you’ll see the floors of the
Sanctuary and the Social Hall being formed.
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